The increasing pervasion and scale of machine learning technologies is posing fundamental challenges for their realisation. In the main, current algorithms are centralised, with a large number of processing agents, distributed across parallel processing resources, accessing a single, very large data object. This creates bottlenecks as a result of limited memory access rates. Distributed learning has the potential to resolve this problem by employing networks of co-operating agents each operating on subsets of the data, but as yet their suitability for realisation on parallel architectures such as multicore are unknown. This paper presents the results of a case study deploying distributed dictionary learning for microarray gene expression bi-clustering on a 16-core Epiphany multicore. It shows that distributed learning approaches can enable nearlinear speed-up with the number of processing resources and, via the use of DMA-based communication, a 50% increase in throughput can be enabled.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence technologies increasingly pervade intelligent computing systems. As the amount of data these process increases, traditional ML algorithms, which require access to the entire dataset at all times, quickly and increasingly encounter the memory wall -fundamental limits on throughput and latency imposed by multiple parallel processing elements attempting to access a single, centralized data resource concurrently [1] . As the scale of ML problems, algorithms and processing technologies increases, it is imperative that they do so in a way that leads to high performance on parallel processing platforms.
Distributed learning algorithms forego global visibility, undertaking learning via a network of locally-connected agents, each of which has visibility of only a subset of the data [2, 3] . This approach appears highly promising with respect to the highly-parallel multicore [4, 6, 7] , Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) platforms which are emerging to power these systems. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, there has been no experimental study of distributed ML on multicore platforms. This paper studies deployments of a sample ML workload -dictionary learning [5] for microarray gene expression bi-clustering -on a highly parallel processing platform. This case study is taken from [3] . The algorithm realised is both decentralised and online, in that the network is exposed to successive input samples in turn, in a streaming manner. Specifically, the following contributions are made:
1. A realisation of distributed dictioinary learning for micorarray gene expression bi-clustering on 16-core Epiphany-III multicore is presented.
2. It is shown how, via batch processing of input samples, near-linear speedup of throughput with the number of processing resources can be achieved.
3. It is shown how, by selective employment of Direct Memory Access (DMA) as compared to simple nearest-neighbour point-to-point communication, throughput increases of almost 50% may be achieved.
BACKGROUND & CONTEXT
Realising global dictionary learning using a network of N agents means resolving:
Each node k will possess a subset W k of the full dictionary W . Each input sample x t is received by a subset of the network, with each agent calculating an optimal sub-vector of the coefficients y o k,t relative to its own sub-dictionary. In [3] it is shown how distributed dictionary learning successfully approximates the classification of microarray gene expression data for the detection of lung cancer [8] . Specifically, for 56 test subjects each providing 12,625 gene expression levels a data matrix X ∈ R 56×12,625 may be decomposed according to:
Where w k ∈ R 56×1 and y k ∈ R 12,625×1 . Each w k represents a column, or an atom of the dictionary W and it is shown how the bi-clustering problem can be suitably resolved using N = 3, i.e. W ∈ R 56×3 . It does so by employing distributed dictionary learning with two distinct operating phases, illustrated in Fig. 1: • Sparse Coding/Inference: sparse approximation of the input data using the existing dictionary As shown, the learning prcess is undertaken by a network of agents, each of which estimates sub-components of y and W and which share error information, specifically an error vector v t , via diffusion to allow the network to converge to a consensus on the optimal value of the error. In this case, each component w k of W is a single column. Once the optimal error is identified, each agent uses its local estimates of v and y to update its own dictionary via gradient descent with respect to its own dictionary. For each data sample the inference is iterated a number of times to ensure that the error converges toward a global minimum, with error estimates exchanged between nodes once per iteration, equating to multiple exchanges per data sample. Dictionary update only occurs once per data sample. In this case, the number of nodes N = 3 and full network connectivity is assumed. The algorithm operates as outlined in Algorithm 1.
It is assumed that v 0 = 0 56 1 and w randomly initialised and projected onto the valid solution space using 2 :
1 Where kn denotes an n-element vector, each element of which takes value k 2 The notation [A] :,n refers to column n of matrix A where, in this case
Over 2000 iterations, the error vector is derived (lines 2 -4), with the values of y determined (line 6) according to the soft thresholding operator 
Distributed Implementation
In this paper, we analyse the performance of the distributed learning approach on the Adapteva Parallela III Microserver [9] . The architecture of this platform is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The Parallela consists of a host Dual-Core ARM A9 and a 16-core Epiphany III many-core coprocessor [10] communicating via an AXI interconnect and 32 MB DRAM memory, which is the only external communication point with the Epiphany. The structure of each element of the Epiphany is shown in Fig. 2b . Each Epiphany node or eCore consists of a superscalar RISC CPU, 32 KB of local scratchpad memory, an interface to the eMesh on-chip communications network and a DMA engine. Inter-core communication can be via one of two mechanisms: the DMA, or direct load/store interface to the memory space of each eCores neighbours to the north, south, east and west [11] .
A number of aspects of the eCore are notable. Firstly, the amount of local memory is highly limited, meaning that highly localised learning is required if ML on large data objects is to be achieved without saturating the shared RAM resource. Secondly, a series of compromises have been made The distributed implementation separates the dictionary W into three atoms, one per column, with the learning process associated with each atom undertaken by a single eCore. The workgroup is composed of four eCores, a single master node used to handle the streaming of input data to each of the agents, of which there are multiple referred to as the network. This arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3 , with master and network nodes denoted by M and N respectively.
The distributed implementation operates as follows:
• Initialisation: The master node draws x t from shared DRAM, all network nodes initialise their local w and v vectors, and enter a low-power standby state until woken by the master.
• Input: Once all network nodes have initialised, the master writes x t to the local memory of each network node and awakes each.
• Iteration/Update: The network nodes perform inference, iterating their local error vectors v and transferring these with their neighbours until convergence. Once complete, dictionary update is undertaken. Simultaneously the master node loads the next input and enters an idle state awaiting the network to complete.
• Termination: Once all network nodes have completed, they notify the master and enter a low-power state awaiting the next input sample from the master.
Hence the streaming implementation performs a single iteration of initialisation, followed by a potentially infinite number of iterations of Input-Iteration-Termination. 
Batch Operation
The batch-distributed realisation builds on the distributed version, executing the estimation steps for multiple input samples concurrently. In this case the dictionary is again subdivided into three atoms but multiple input samples are processed in batch mode. In this case, a (4, 3) workgroup is used, with element (i, j) hosting atom w j . Specifically -each row of the workgroup processes atoms from a single sub-group as previously (Fig. 3) , but in this case four rows are used to concurrently realise four iterations. This requires local variables to be be exchanged down the columns of the workgroup as the iterations proceed (Fig. 4) .
Performance & Cost
The execution times and throughput for the distributed and batch realisations are illustrated in Fig. 5 . As shown, the distributed implementation obtains a throughput of 8.31 Samples/s, with the batch realisation obtaining approximately 20 Whilst the processing rates are substantial, the scaling of performance with the number of processors is somewhat underwhelming -specifically, despite increasing the number of processors by a factor four between the distributed and batch realisations, performance only scales by a factor of 2.4. This is likely due to the extra communication overhead associated with invoking inter-processor communication across iterations, as well as within each. Section 4 investigates the effect of alternative communication approaches on this scalability.
COMMUNICATION OPTIMISATION
As outlined in Section 3, the Epiphany supports two methods of communication between eCores -an eCore can directly access the memory of its adjacent north, south, east and west using load-store instructions; alternatively, DMA transfer over the eMesh is enabled. It is reported [11] that, for message sizes below 600 bytes, that direct on-chip write incurs a lower latency than DMA, due to initialisation and setup overhead associated with the DMA engines. Note that the transfers between eCores in this application are below this threshold: the inputs transferred from the master to each network node are 56-element floating-point vectors (224 bytes), with similarsized objects transferred between each pair of network nodes for error propagation. Despite this, the impact on real-time performance as a result of employing either is variable, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . As shown, the distributed realisation experiences a marginally reduced performance when DMA is employed for inter-eCore communication, with throughput reduced by around 1.8% in the case where DMA is employed. However, the batch realisation experiences a considerable increase in performance -47.6% -when DMA is employed rather than point-to-point communication. The throughput on employing DMA stands at 29.54 Samples/s (3.31 × 10 6 Iterations/s). It is noticeable that when DMA is employed for four distributed workgroups in the batch realisation, peak throughput is increased by a factor of 3.6 relative to a single distributed workgroup. It appears that DMA-based communication offers superior performance scalability than point-to-point in applications of this scale.
CONCLUSION
As machine learning and the data sets upon which they operate increase in scale, so ever-higher performing realisations will be required for real-time data processing. The highly parallel processing architectures which will enable these, however, have to work under memory access-rate and communication constraints which mean that not all parts of the ML algorithms have visibility of the entire dataset. Distributed ML approaches mitigate against the impact of these constraints, but are largely currently of theoretical interest. This paper benchmarks the performance, scalability and suitability of the Adapteva Epiphany, a combination of 16 lightweight superscalar processors, when realising a distributed dictionary learning problem. It shows that, by employing a distributed realisation of the learning algorithm for each input sample and processing inputs in batches, performance scales near-linearly with the number of workgroups employed and that, by employ DMA-based rather than direct point-to-point communication between neighbours, throughput may be increased by almost 50%. This work can act as a benchmark against which other efforts in the emerging area of multicore distributed learning evolve.
